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"Otftft/ in the Pasay ten Wilderness
I have roamed in foreign parts, my boys,
And many lands have seen.
But Columbia is my idol yet,
Of all lands she is queen.
Parson Smith, June 8, 1886
For the photograph on the cover of this issue, and details, we're indebted to Bruce A.
Wilson, State Senator from Washington's Second Legislative District.
The poem is carved in a tree near the Pasayten River trail, 19 feet inside the United
States and several hundred feet from Monument 85. Following is the legend on a large sign
marking the tree:

PARSON S M I T H

TREE

This Smith a might man was he — a tireless, lifeloving mountain man who shouldered
packs that would stagger a mule. He had been prospecting around Hope B. C. with no luck to
speak of. So he struck across the wilderness, relaying several hundred pounds of gear and
supplies. Smith came past here in June of 1886, pausing to carve his doggerel into this tree.
He went on to spend the winter trapping in the upper Methow. Alfred L. Smith died on the coast
about 1920. His poetry never won a Pulitzer prize, but it sure came from the heart. Site
marked by Okanogan National Forest and the Okanogan County Historical Society.

So We've Got Our Park:

W h a t Do We Do W i t h It?
Gaze back fondly now, still semi-delirious, on a conservation administration ranking
right up there with those of the two Roosevelts.
Almost it was much greater. Secretary Udall proposed a mind-expanding lame-duck use
of the Antiquities Act, creating by presidential proclamation National Monuments in Alaska and
elsewhere. But our friend from the 19th century, Congressman Aspinall, got wind of the plan
and succeeded once again in sabotaging the efforts of the men with the grand vision. What
President Johnson did in his last days was good, but far from the Theodore Roosevelt-style
burst of glory that Udall sought.
To put an episode of North Cascades history in the public record, the N3C Directors
heard last fall that something splendid might happen and petitioned for inclusion of parts of the
North Cascades in the rumored "Christmas present to the nation. " For various reasons (mainly,
perhaps, fears of massive Forest Service reprisals) we didn't make the Udall list. But only a
tiny fraction of the proposals were accepted anyway, thanks to a little old man from Colorado
and a president who flunked his final exams. For us there will be no easy way. It is our fate to
fight for every inch of ground.

Act.

And this we will, this we will indeed. Phase One concluded with the 1968 North Cascades
Now Phase Two begins. We'll soon announce in these pages the next objectives north of
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Stevens Pass, seeking proper protection for lands in the Mount Baker, Glacier Peak, Lake
Chelan, North Cross-State Highway, and other sectors omitted from the 1968 Act. We'll also
set forth proposed boundaries for an Alpine Lakes Wilderness and Recreation Area and get
down to cases on the Cougar Lakes Wilderness Area and boundary revisions of Mt. Rainier
National Park. Nor have we forgotten Mt. St. Helens, Mt. Adams, and the Goat Rocks.
Meanwhile, how about the far north, where the 1968 Act introduced a new federal agency
and inaugurated (in theory) a new era of inter-agency cooperation? What's going on up there?
Plenty. The Forest Service is discovering diseased trees that must be surgically
excised in the name of sanitation, Seattle City Light is bragging on the one hand that it created
the new Park and on the other is considering drowning the best parts of the brand new Ross Lake
National Recreation Area, Kennecott and other dirty miners are lurking (does a helicopter
"lurk"?), and the highwaymen are cranking up bulldozers, and golly knows, golly knows.
The Park Service is busy too — doing what? How much different will the North Cascades
be in 1969? Will there be new improvements, new restrictions? And what plans are underway
for 1970 and years beyond?
My r e m a r k s , here, are made without consulting Park Service officials. Later we'll ask
them to outline in WC the general nature of management to come, but just now they're so busy
moving in and looking around we'll give them a breathing spell. (Ultimately the Irate Birdwatcher may stage a shivaree, but the Park Service deserves to be spared that for at least a
few months. After all, the Forest Service was allowed a half-century of peace.)
We know from the terms of the 1968 Act that within 2 years the Park Service people must
recommend portions of the Park and Recreation Areas for placement in the National Wilderness
Preservation System. They have little more than one summer — next summer — to rough out
a proposal. That alone will keep them (and us) busy.
The transportation system — by foot, horse, automobile, tramway, boat, etc. — must
be studied. The Roads and Trails Committee of N3C has delivered a preliminary report to the
Park Service and is conducting further investigations, involving more people and more organizations; further reports will be prepared — and described in WC to obtain membership comments.
In brief, we're proposing such things as trail-less a r e a s , "super-wild" wilderness cores; limitation of automobile travel on certain roads, service to be provided by a Park Transit System;
concentration of trails on the peripheries of wildlands; a routing of the Cascade Crest Trail
from Rainy Pass south to Suiattle Pass that is not only scenically superior to the route urged by
the Forest Service, but avoids bringing heavy traffic into wilderness cores which would be
irreparably damaged by such use.
Will there be Visitor Centers in Summer 1969 ? Park naturalists offering lectures and
guided walks ? Any new tourist facilities ? We guess that time is too short, funds and staff too
limited, and too much long-range planning required. We suspect Summer 1969 will be little
different from summer 1968. Except in a few places where guns have been common they now
will be absent; a few trails the Forest Service opened to machines will now (thanks! Thanks!)
be blessedly quiet again.
These are personal predictions and may be contradicted by events. But I believe we'll
scarcely notice the Park Service presence in the North Cascades for a while. Which doesn't
mean they won't be there, and busy.
And we'll be there, too, also busy.

Right?
H. M.
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The LOST CHRISTMAS PRESENT

THE EVENING STAR
Washington, D. C,
Monrfoy, January 27, 1969

5 'Inside'
Versions Are
All Different
By ROBERTA HORNIG
Slar Staff Writer

Why did former President
Lyndon B. Johnson bawl out
his Interior secretary, Stewart L. Udall, Saturday, Jan.
18, to the point where Udall
STEWART UDALL
threatened to quit?
Why did Johnson, a superAt 2:40 p.m., UPI transmitconservationist, change his
ted the story on the stadium's
mihd—if he changed his mind
name change.
—about adding more than 7.5
At 407 p.m. the story.iqn
million acres of governmentJohnson adding the parks went
owned land to the National
out.
Park system?
At 5:20 p.m., UPI sent out
Why on Monday, minutes bean. advisory telling its client
fore the Nixons arrived at the
rtewspapers to hold up the
White House for the ride to
parks story. UPI had received
Capitol Hill and the inauguraa telephone call from Udall
tion, did Johnson, without tellsaying Johnson had not signed
ing the Interior Department,
the parks expansion order.
sign an executive order addSome time between 4:07 and
ing four new park areas S26 p.m., Johnson saw or
totaling 384,500 acres?
heard of the UPI story and
There are at least five verblew up.
sions of what happened and
Calls Udall
why, all from "insiders" who
Recalled Udall, bawled him
should know. Four of them are
out for saying the parks order
e x t r e m e l y unfavorable to
had been signed when it had
Johnson, and one of these imnot been and ordered Interior's
plies chicanery on the part of
announcement w i t h d r a w n .
Johnson or one of his aides.
The fifth — the one that comes Whatever else he had to say
was
enough to make Udall
closest to being a White House
threaten to quit his job.
version — makes Udall look
A r e p o r t e r who called
bad.
Udall's office about 7 p.m. to
Reporters covering Interior
a?k
why the parks story had
had been told at least one day
Been retracted was surprised
earlier that Udall probably
pa find Udall on the other end
would hold a briefing some6f the phone. He sounded shattime Jan. 18 on a parks protered and worn. He said he
posal Johnson would sign.
could not talk about it. It was
Many reporters knew what
h ""sensitive, very sensitive"
the story was to be. As a last,
jnatter, he said, and he hoped
grand conservation gesture,
the President would change
Johnson was going to add
'
his mind and sign the order
more than 7 million acres to
Sunday.
the parks system — in Arizona, Utah and Alaska.
Sunday came and went without word from the White
About noon, Interior's press
House, or Interior, although
office began calling reporters,
several department heads had
alerting them that materials
been asked by Udall to go to
on the story were available
their offices.
and that they would be called
later on the briefing time.
On Monday came the signing
of
a much trimmed-down verThe press office also reportsion of the parks order everyed another story — that Udall
and the District Armory Board, one had expected, and the rumor mill started to grind.
which manages D.C. Stadium,
had agreed that morning to
There seem to be two "offichange the Stadium's name to
cial" versions, one from forthe "Robert F. Kennedy Memer White House aides and
morial Stadium."
spokesmen, the other from
various sources at Interior.
Udall's briefing on the parks
never came." Instead, shortly
White House Version
before 4 p.m. reporters were
According to the "official"
told the parks addition had
White House version, Udall
been approved.
had never been told by the
This became the sequence of
White House that Johnson had
events, documented by the
signed the parks bill; Udall
timing of stories sent out by
had "not done his homework"
United Press International.

and alerted congressmen properly that Johnson would sign
the order; and Johnson "just
frankly wasn't certain he
could square it (the order)
with the intent of the Antiquities Act," an act empowering
the president to sign executive
orders setting aside national
monuments w i t h o u t going
through Congress.
"Tins was not a personat
fuss of any kind," one spokesman said.
"I don't think there ever
was a time when Udall believed he had the. go-ahead,"
said another. "The secretary
was emotionally involved."
Udall, an aide said, was enthusiastic about the entire 7.5
million acre package while
i . J o h n s o n had reservations
about such a large package.
Johnson, he said had made it
"clear all along mat "ne waiited the right to judgment on
each of the land parcels."
J o h n s o n , the spokesman
said, was "chagrined" that
Chairman Wayne Aspinall,
D-Colo., of the House Interior
Committee, had not been
briefed.

There are different version*
at Interior.
Some top Interior aides say
Johnson got angry because
Udall prematurely announced
the signing of the order; others say Johnson got angry
over naming the stadium for
Kennedy; others claim Johnson "played games" involving
oil decisions before Udall.
What probably comes closest
to being Interior's "official"
version, arrived at from putting together pieces that match
from several Interior sources,
is this:
The National Park Service,
at Udall's request, put a.conservation package together
and submitted a memo to the
White House in July.
The proposal was ready in
early December and was suggested by Interior as "A
Christmas present for the nation." Johnson was briefed on
the plan.

Decides to Wait
The Christmas package idea
was spoiled when Johnson
came down with the flu. The
White House decided to wait
for Congress to go into session.
Denies He's Satisfied
Then, according to at least
The White House version
one Interior aide, several oil
also says that Aspinall, 'who ' matters "came bubbling up."
indeed did not like the idea of
The White House, the aide
taking any land under the Ansaid, "exerted pressure," betiquities Act, promiseil Johncame "devious" and "indicatson he would make the big
ed some things had to be done
land chunks left out of the oror otherwise other things
der "a first order of business"
would not be done."
in this congressional session,
•Still pending before Udall in
Aspinall, however, denies
his last week of office were
that trimming the parks order
two
oil matters apparently of
to 384,500 acres satisfies him.
"Seven and a half million,, interest to someone at the
White
House.
300,000 acres or one acre, I
The most pertinent involved
what's the difference, the prinan amendment Udall signed
ciple is the same."
that Friday allowing a proThe White House version adposed refinery in a Hawaiian
mits a Johnson explosion when
foreign
trade zone to operate
he read the UPI story, but
on foreign crude oU. Apparthen pictures a benign Presiently the White House was not
dent figuring out what be could
not told about it.
do for conservation without
angering Congress.
.
Could Be Precedent
Pours Over Proposals
A spokesman who spent
time with Johnson on the
parks matter said Johnson
told him to have Interior's announcement withdrawn because he "wouldn't be able to
focus on it (the order) until
Sunday afternoon."
Sunday, the spokesman said,
Johnson pored over the parks
proposal with maps.
On Monday "I sat in his bedroom going over the projects
the last time, and we finished
about 20 minutes before the
Nixons a r r i v e d . Johnson
looked at the maps, and said,
T just don't think I can take 4
million acres there' or 'this
ought to be done' or 'we can't
take any chances there.' "
After
that session, the
spokesman left to prepare a
press release.

It permits foreign oil to enter Hawaii, not go out, but it
sets at least a half-way precedent for an oil case Udall never acted on but which will
.come up at Interior soon.
This is the highly controversial refinery that Occidental
1
Petroleum Corp. wants to
build in a foreign trade zone
p r o p o s e d for Machiasport,
. Maine. It is backed by New
England congressmen because
It would lower fuel prices
there.
Interior did not make the
Hawaii order public until Monday.
A source said that a White
: House aide called someone at
the department on Tuesday
. demanding to know if it were
true that Udall had signed the
Hawaii order. He said it was
. terrible.
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Log loading on the North Fork Quinault River, Olympic National Park

TIMBER INDUSTRY COUNTEROFFENSIVE:
A WARNING
by
M. BROCK EVANS
Timber industry opposition to wilderness areas and national parks is traditional. However, in recent months there have been signs that something bigger and more ominous is in the
works: a full-scale skillfully-waged, and heavily-financed "counteroffensive" not only resisting
new wilderness and park proposals, but also attacking existing areas which may contain commercial timber, and even an attack on the National Forest System itself.
Apparently the industry was stunned by the conservation legislation of the last Congress,
particularly the North Cascades and Redwood National Parks, the Rivers Bill and the Trail
Bill, and several wilderness areas. It had considered many of these projects to be impossible
in the face of strong industry opposition, but at every hearing across the nation, conservationists and ordinary citizens turned out in overwhelming numbers supporting this legislation, and
that is why it finally passed.
One would think a normal reaction would be for the industry to r e a s s e s s its policies and
goals and take the new public feeling into account by being less adamant to such legislation,
particularly since, generally, minimal quantities of commercial timber, usually on poor growing sites, are involved in park and wilderness proposals. However, the opposite has been the
case: in a series of conferences of professional forestry societies and timber industry leaders
in Denver, Philadelphia, Seattle, and Washington, D. C . , the decision apparently has been to
become more militant and aggressive than ever before in attempting to defeat such proposals.
This plan of opposition is to be implemented in the following manner:
1. The organization of a fulltime lobbying group speaking for the entire industry has
already taken place, with fulltime lobbyists in Washington, D. C. It is called the American
Forest Institute. This lobbying group and others now inform their members of issues and tactics
through a publication titled National Timber Industry.
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2. The very u r s t issue of National Timber Industry contains a "battle map" which
delineates some 142 areas which are either under consideration as additions to the parks, wilderness, trails, and river system, or have already been added in battles recently "lost" by the
industry.
3. A new front organization called F. A. C. E. (Facts, Action, Communication, and
Evaluation) has been formed by the National Forest Products Association, another lobbying
organization. The N. F. P. A. staff presented a plan at a timber industry meeting in Vancouver,
B. C. this past fall. Essentially, the plan is to work through "case leaders" in local areas when
legislative proposals are advanced. The leaders will be drawn from other industry or forestry
associations. The intent is to nip wilderness proposals in the bud, defeating them before they
get off the ground and into the legislative process.

4. A search for allies. The timber industry is correctly suspect of being driven purely
by profit motive when it appears at wilderness and parks hearings.
To eliminate this taint of self-interest, the industry is making a strong effort to enlist
the aid of the National Association of Home Builders and others in the housing industry. The
theory is that home-builders, when they appear at such hearings, will have a better image. As
one timber industry official said: "Their entry into the withdrawal war presents possibilities
for more effective objection to new proposals and opening up some new fronts for counteroffensives. "
The program for a counteroffensive embraces both some familiar concepts and some
relatively new ones. It roughly covers these areas:
1. Continued attempts to oppose wilderness and park proposals, with the long^-accustomed
arguments that we "already have enough redwoods," etc.
2. If proposals for parks and wilderness look like they're going anywhere, then lobby
strenuously to keep the boundaries from including areas which might contain trees which could
be cut. This also is nothing new.
3. A full-scale push to set up special areas on the public lands which would be managed
for logging only. Just as wilderness areas represent withdrawals from full multiple-use, so
would these new "logging areas. " This is a new thought.
4. A strong push to advocate logging inside wilderness areas and parks. According to
a timber industry representative: "Salvage and improvement cuttings within parks and other
reserved areas could be made without impairment of scenic and recreational values. Advocacy
of such cutting to satisfy housing needs would serve to dramatize the wood shortage and would
put the preservationists on the defensive. "
5. Organize a national conference on timber supply which would serve as a forum in the
drive to get a favorable public opinion. This is conditioned upon home-builders' support and
would be given wide national publicity to point up the "needs" for timber. Similar attempts were
made after World War n when the cry was raised that Olympic National Park must be logged to
provide homes for returning veterans.
One such public forum has already been provided by Senator Wayne Morse of Oregon
when he held hearings late last fall to consider wood supply. These hearings essentially were
nothing more than an opportunity for Cassandras, mostly timber lobbyists, to talk about the
impending timber "shortage".
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Just as ominous is a growing assault on the National Forest System. Industry lobbyists
and allied organizationists a r e pushing for a tremendous increase in the annual cut of the National Forests, particularly in the Northwest. A doubling of annual cuts in some Northwest forests
has been advocated. This theme appears more and more in timber industry publicity and is
strongly supported by the Oregon legislature, which conducted a series of hearings of its own
last year, providing another forum for timber industry lobbyists. The theme is the heart of a
booklet entitled The Action Forest, which simply is an attack on present Forest Service methods.
If these attempts succeed, there will be nothing left but stumps in the National Forest entryways
to wilderness areas and parks.
The counteroffensive has not yet gotten into high gear. There is a period now of meetings, negotiations with potential allies, sounding out Congressmen to see where industry strength
lies and where its weaknesses a r e . It will be upon us soon enough and conservationists across
the nation must be prepared to meet the attack head-on.

Dan Coughlin

U.S. Timber
Study Needed
Now that President Nixon has ordered a highest-level governmental study of the high price of plywood and
lumber, there are some matters that should be looked at
all right.
Those cabinet members might look first into a few
governmental closets for clues. They might also be
aware of a pitfall or two.
Few hairy-chested lumbermen are completely willing to take on the U.S. Forest Service directly in public.
They're nervous about being cut off at the pockets, or
perhaps more precisely, the pocketbook. The Forest
Service controls most of the public timber in the West.
Kightly or wrongly, too many usually outspoken forest
industry types are reluctant to lay it on the line.
FORTHRIGHT BARBS
' ' To be sure, there have been some forthright barbs
tossed out, but it's possible the cabinet members on the
Presidential Task Force might have missed the point.
Frank Gilchrist, president of the Western Wood
Products Association, came very, very close to the mark
when he noted that there is an adequate amount of commercial timber growing in the woods that can't be
logged unless some changes are made. Said he:
"The industry is faced with a problem of availability of timber on'Federal lands due to lack of intensive
management and other administrative problems originating in government."
A study in Oregon showed that output from the Federal forests there could be doubled if management practices were as good as those of the State of Oregon or the
Bureau of Land Management.
Those other "administrative problems?" Call it red
tape. Complex. But real. And just as stultifying as any
ether roadblock.
• Ofher researchers have questioned the ability of the
-bid system Itself to adequately bring timber to market.
The system may look better on paper and politically
than it proves to be in practice.
INDUSTRY 1HAMPERED
t . Gilchrist, in his comments, noted the Industry has
beep hampered by what he called "unrealistic demands
to withdraw timberlands from productive use without
consideration of more important needs for this renewable resource."

It's a point that's likely to hit preservationists
square in the chin but might require a bit of translation
for the rest of us to understand. He's concerned that no
•economic study is made before thousands of acres are
put into parks. The best case in point, of course, was
creation of the North Cascades National Park—where
despite thousands of pages of testimony and years of
controversy, little or no real research was done on the
economic effect of it, one way or another.
Pitfalls? Some of the lumbermen would like to see
a d d i t i o n a l export controls. Washington State went
through the pros and cons of that one last fall in our battle over Initiative 32.
Additional export controls might well wreck one segment of the economy in a dubious assist to the other.
: University of Washington Prof. Philip J. Bourque, writing in the winter, 1969, UW Business Review, says objective figures on the effect are difficult to get even with
the most sophisticated economic analysis available now.

Lumber-Price Hearing

Improved Management Of
U. S. Forest Lands Urged
WASHINGTON -(AP) Spokesmen for major lumber
and plywood companies said
yesterday improved management of federal forest lands
is needed to increase lumber
production needed by an expanding home-construction
market.
Representing the National
Forest Products Association,
the American Plywood Association, Western Wood Products Association and similar
organizations, the spokesmen testified before a Senate
banking subcommittee inquiring into increased lumber prices.
THEY OUTLINED proposals to solve the lumber
shortage and high lumberprice situations on both a
short-term and a long-term
basis.
Their chief recommendations for a long-term solution
was better management of
public forests to produce
higher timber yields.
Seattle

Lowry Wyatt, vice president of the Weyerhaeuser
Co., Tacoma, said almost
two thirds of the nation's
-softwood-sawtimber inventory is in public ownership less
than a third in private ownership.
BUT, HE added, because
of inadequate management,
national forests yield only
nine tenths of 1 per cent of
their inventory as cut timber.
On the other hand, he said,
privately owned forests have
planned cuts, under a sustained-yield program, averaging 3.5 per cent.
He said more funds are
needed to enable the Forest
Service to build access roads
and to plan long-term management, in c 1 u d i n g tree
planting in cut areas and
multi-use of forests as opposed to single use such as
for recreation.

P o s t - I n t e l l i g e n c e r M a r c h 19, 1969
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PRIMITIVE AREAS BEING
STUDIED FOR WILDERNESS
CLASSIFICATION
(YELLOW)
1. Emigrant Basin Primitive
Area - California
2. San Juan Primitive AreaColorado
3. Upper Rio Grande Primitive Area - Colorado
4. Uncompahgre
Primitive
Area - Colorado
5. Blue Range Primitive
Area - Arizona
6. Mission Mountain Primitive Area - Montana
7. Glacier Primitive Area Wyoming
8. Aqua Tibia Primitive Area
- California
9. Gila Primitive Area - New
Mexico
10. Black Range Primitive Area
New Mexico
11. Gore Range - Eagle Nest
Primitive Area - Colorado
12. Wilson Mountain Primitive
Area - Colorado
13. Popo Agie Primitive
Area - Wyoming
14. Salmon Trinity Alps Primitive Area - California
15. Idaho Primitive Area Idaho
16. Salmon River Breaks
Primitive Area - Idaho
17. Absaroka Primitive Area Montana
18. Beartooth Primitive Area Montana
19. Cloud Peak Primitive Area
- Wyoming
20. High Sierra Primitive Area
- California

21. Spanish Peaks Primitive
Area - Montana
22. Flat Tops Wilderness Area
- Colorado
23. Mt. Baldy Primitive Area
- Arizona
24. Pine Mountain Primitive
Area - Arizona
25. Washakie Primitive Area
- Wyoming
26. High Uintas Primitive Area
Utah

27. Minam River Canyon (adjacent to Eagle Cap Wilderness) - Oregon
28. Devil Canyon - Bear Canyon Primitive Area - California
29. Sycamore Canyon Primitive Area - Arizona
30. Desolation Valley Primitive
Area - California
31. Ventanna Primitive Area California
32. Sawtooth Primitive Area Idaho
WILDERNESS, RECREATION
AND BACK COUNTRY
STUDY AREAS
(GREEN)
1. Western Tetons Wilderness
Study Area - Idaho
2. Cumberland Gap Wilderness Study Area - Tenn.,
Ky., Va.
3. Okefenokee National Wilderness Study Area - Georgia
4. Hells Canyon of the Snake
River - Idaho, Oregon
5. French Pete Area - Oregon
6. Lincoln Back Country Area
- Montana
7. Magruder Corridor Study
Area - Idaho
8. Mt. Aix Wilderness Study
Area - Washington
9. Alpine Lakes Wilderness
Study Area - Washington
10. Enchanted Peaks Wilderness Study Area - Washington
11. Cougar Lakes Wilderness
Study Area - Washington
12. Wenaha and Moore Flat
Back Country - Recreation
Study Area - Wash.. Ore.
13. Eagle Creek Back CountryRecreation Study Area Oregon
14. Sky Lakes Back Country Recreation Study Area Oregon
15. White Mountain Back
County - Recreation Study
Area - California

16. Siskiyou Mountains Back 4. Sawtooth National RecreaCountry - Recreation Study
tion Area - Idaho
Area - California
5. Mineral King National Rec17. Mt. Shasta Back Country reation Area - California
Recreation Study Area 7. Oregon Dunes Recreation
California
Area - Oregon
18. John Muir Back Country 8. Upper Mississippi Valley
Recreation Study Area Recreation Area - 111.,
California
Iowa, Mich., Minn.
19. Granite Chief Back Coun9. Meramec River Basin Rectry Study Area - California
reation Study Area - Mis20. Snow Mountain Back
souri
County-Recreation Study
10. Southern Sierra National
Area - California
Recreation Area - Califor21. Marble Mountains Back
nia
Country - Recreation Study 11. Middle Missouri Recreation
Area - California
Study Area - Mont., N.
22. Yolla Bolly - Middle Eel
Dak., S. Dak.
Back Country - Recreation 12. Connecticut River National
Study Area - California
Recreation Study Area 23. Salmon - Scott Divide Back
Conn., Me., Vt., N.H.
Country - Recreation Study
NATIONAL PARK AND
Area - California
NATIONAL MONUMENT
24. Southern Sierra Nevada
PROPOSALS
Back Country - Recreation
(PINK)
Study Area - California
1. Voyageurs National Park 25. Lopez Canyon Back CounMinnesota
try-Recreation Study Area
2. Appalachian National Park
- California
- New York
26. Carson - Iceberg Back
3. Big Thicket National Park
Country - Recreation Study
or Recreation Area - Texas
Area - California
4. Adirondack National Park
27. Mammoth Corridor (to con- New York
nect the John Muir and the
5. South Cascades National
Minarets Wilderness) - CalOregon
ifornia
6. Mt. St. Helens National
28. Smith Ridge Wilderness
Monument - Washington
Study Area - Idaho
7. Addition to Grand Canyon
29. Greventre Wilderness
National Park - Arizona
Study Area - Wyoming
PROPOSALS
AND STUDY
30. H i 11 g u a r d s
WilderAREAS
ness Study Area-Montana
(WHITE)
31. Jewel Basin Study Area 1. Allegheny - Cumberland
Montana
Parkway - Va., Ky., W.Va.
2. Ohio River National ParkNATIONAL RECREATION
way - Indiana
AREAS AND NATIONAL
3. West Coast Skyline NationLAKESHORE AREAS
.
al Parkway Study - Wash.,
(BLUE)
Ore., Calif.
1. Apostle Island National
4. Guld Islands National SeaLakeshore - Wisconsin
shore - Fla., Miss.
2. Pictured Rocks National
Lakeshore - Michigan
3. Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore - Michigan

MISCELLANEOUS
NATIONAL WILD AND
SCENIC RIVERS SYSTEM
(GREEN)
1. Clearwater, Middle Fork Idaho
2. Eleven Point - Missouri
3. Feather - California
4. Rio Grande - New Mexico
5. Rogue - Oregon
6. Saint Croix - Minnesota,
Wisconsin
7. Salmon, Middle Fork-Idaho
8. Wolf - Wisconsin
9. Allegheny - Pennsylvania
(Study)
10. Bruneau - Idaho (Study)
11. Buffalo - Tennessee (Study)
12. Chattooga - N. Car., S. Car.,
Ga. (Study)
13. Clarion - Pennsylvania
(Study)
14. Delaware - Pennsylvania,
New York (Study)
15. Flathead - Montana (Study)
16. Gasconade - Missouri
(Study)
17. Illinois - Oregon (Study)
18. Little Beaver-Ohio (Study)
19. Little Miami - Ohio Study)
20. Maumee - Ohio, Indiana
(Study)
21. Missouri-Montana (Study)
22. Moyie - Idaho (Study)

23. Obed - Tennessee (Study)
24. Penobscot - Maine (Study)
25. Pere Marquette - Michigan
(Study)
26. Pine Creek - Pennsylvania
(Study)
27. Priest - Idaho (Study)
28. Rio Grande - Texas (Study)
29. Saint Croix - Minnesota,
Wisconsin
30. Saint Joe - Idaho (Study)
31. Salmon - Idaho (Study)
32. Skagit - Washington
(Study)
33. Suwannee - Ga., Fla.
(Study)
34. Upper Iowa - Iowa (Study)
35. Youghiogheny-Md., Penna.
(Study)

LAND WITHDRAWALS OF
SYSTEM (BLUE)
A-Appalachian Trail - Vermont
to Georgia
B-Pacific Crest Trail - Washington to California
C-Continental Divide Trail Montana to New Mexico
(Study)
D-Potomac Heritage Trail Md., Va., Penna. (Study)
E-Natchez Trace - Tenn., Ala.,
Miss. (Study)
F-North Country Trail - N.H.,
N.Y., Penn., Ohio, Mich.,
Wise, Minn., N. Dak.
(Study)
G-Kittanning Trail - Pennsyvania (Study)
H-Long Trail - Vermont
(Study)
NATIONAL SCENIC TRAILS
VARYING IMPORTANCE
NOW ENACTED INTO
PUBLIC LAW
(RED)
1. Blue Ridge Parkway (extension) - N.Car., Ga.
2. Mt. Jefferson Wilderness
Area - Oregon
3. San R a f a e l Wilderness
Area - California
4. San Gabriel Wilderness
Area - California
5. Delaware Water Gap National
Recreation Area
(Tocks Island) Penn., NY.,
N.J.
6. Whiskeytown - Shasta National Recreation Area Calif.
7. Land Between the Lakes
Recreation Area
Ky.
Tenn.
8. Spruce Knob-Seneca Rocks
National Recreation Area W. Va.
9. Flaming Gorge National
Recreation Area - Utah,
Wyo.
10. Mt. Rogers National Recreation Area - Va.
11. Redwoods National Park California
12. North Cascades National
Park and Recreation Area
- Wash.
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Thursday. February 27, 1969

'Equal Time' For Foresters
1 Maybe you don't think of trees as all that exciting unless
you see them falling. But the wood products industry has
come to the conclusion that it is the "steward of society's
most emotionally explosive resource."
Nothing, it seems to industry leaders, is more universally guaranteed to make the public bark indignantly than
the cutting of a tree.
Repeatedly the industry has been stumped by the public's inability to see the forest for the trees when it comes to
timely harvesting and efficient multipurpose utilization of
the huge renewable resource.
MOREOVER, what with the population bursting its urban seams and increasingly hying to the hinterlands for
recreation and eager communion with Nature, the pressure
on the fiber-producers industry is mounting fast.
What's needed, leaders have been thinking, is some way
to get at least equal time in the debate with persuasive
preservationists and create economic understanding where
now exists prejudiced public suspicion of all fiber-farmers.
Hence the new plan for a Western Forestry Center at
Hoyt Park beside the city zoo and Oregon science-industry
museum a couple of miles west of downtown Portland.
It will be, says John S. Forrest the appropriately named
executive director, a magnificent showplace for fun and education to attract all ages and put into realistic perspective
the over-all story of balanced forestry's multipurpose benefits to society.
DEFINITELY, it's a bold plan—a $2 million effort to
gain the public's attention and provide exciting entertainment along with understanding. The budget, based on 1967
prices, includes Only $1 a year for the five-acre tract handed
over for 99 years by the City of Portland.
For perspective, visualize an octagonal world's-fair-like
pavilion a city-block wide and seven stories high with a
70-foot "talking" tree in the center.
The tree, standing in rain and smelling foresty, will
explain the photo-synthetic process and other growth activities visibly going on within its see through trunk, roots
and crown.
A six-screen theater will unfold the story of multiple
land-use, the concept of timber-resource management. Displays will cover everything from edible forest plants to famous trees and fungi to harvesting techniques, forest-rotation economics, wood-fiber research and some 5,000 log products.
A CLOCK WILL tick off the patient years of tree-farming as related to corn-farming — a rotation relationship of
V/i years to one week. A changing, three-dimensional, automated diorama will portray a complete resource cycle, from
clear-cut logging to new growth to maturity, along with accompanying cnanges in tauna and flora.
Time-lapse photography will demonstrate that timber
Is a readily renewable resource that must be managed and
harvested intelligently for the full benefit of human fauna.
"It will be a fun place, exciting and informative to visit," Forrest promises. "It will be animated and attentionholding for all ages.''
WHETHER SMOKEY the Bear will move over from the
nearby zoo has not been announced. But lots of consideration
is being given to attracting youngsters among the millions of
tourists annually visiting the Portland area.
The concept is to bring into play the best communication
techniques available and cause the public to stop, look and
listen with open minds to the story of a resource serving
people in many ways.
Industry leaders hope the center will constructively
counter preservationist's emotional appeal to urabn dwellers to protect trees with the same irrational reverence
with which India's hungry millions preserve white cows.

The center's backers already have raised about $1.5 million, including sizable sums from allied and non-industry
groups and individuals. The campaign for broad industry
support is well along in Oregon and California and just
beginning in Washington, Idaho and Montana.
If all goes as planned, the main structure and abutting
300-seat special-activities building for group meetings will
open in June, 1970, draw 400,000 visitors the first year and
become self-supporting through revenues from a big gift
shop and small fees for admission.
.
editorial

National Forest Products
REVIEW
Nov.-Dec. 1968

A New FACE Appears
One of the most important actions taken by the
NFPA Board of Directors at the Vancouver Fall Meeting was the decision to implement the FACE program.
This is a system to enable local leaders and groups to
develop Facts, Action, Communication and Evaluation
(FACE) regarding proposed withdrawals of commercial
forest lands.
Correctly, it emphasizes action at the time a proposal is put forward for withdrawal, not after a program has been put into definite shape. Such initiative
on the part of the forest products industry has long
been overdue.
Essentially, the FACE plan provides a method for
effective public education on the effects of broad-scale
withdrawals. On the local level, the system puts emphasis where it belongs —on local leadership and
local action. Nationally, it calls for wide-gauge coordination of industry efforts and the programs of the
many forest products associations and organizations.
In dealing with FACE, NFPA has now been given
authorization to work with all other industry groups to
implement the system.
FACE was suggested by the Western Wood Products
Association, and the NFPA staff was instructed to
develop the specifics of the system. A complete manual of action was developed. It was presented to the
LAPA seminar at Vancouver, where it won enthusiastic
endorsement. That group, and the Committee on Industry and Public Affairs and the Forestry Committee
jointly urged its approval by the Board of Directors
which was granted.
As the formal resolution put it, "The staff is authorized to work with individual companies and regional
and other forest products associations on a voluntary
basis to assure that important proposals are dealt with
by a 'case leader* system in the area involved. NFPA
will cooperate with American Forest Institute and
other organizations in assisting in supplying information and ideas affecting timing and tactics to the case
leaders."
FACE represents a major program of public relations
to deal with the enormously increased demands for
withdrawals of commercial forest lands demanded by
preservationist and recreation organizations which
have deluded the public about proper use of resource
lands. Up to this time there has been no truly broad
scale public relations program to meet the pressing
need to correct the record about commercial forest
withdrawals for non-timber use.
FACE provides such a program. Now that it has been
born, it is incumbent on the industry and its organizations to see that it works.
The Editor
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jEfterJajypffioN THE POSSIBLE ENLARGEMENT
O I V E A T T H B I I T Y LIGHT FACILITIES ON THE SKAGIT RIVER

W^SreoJfV

The following information (accurate as of November 1, 1968) was graciously supplied by
personal interviews and through correspondence by Mr. John Nelson, Superintendent of Seattle
City Light:
•**^^^*'*^—
The total hydro generating capacity of City Light is as follows:
634, 000 kw
30,000 kw

Boundary Project
Cedar Falls
Skagit
Ross
Diablo
Gorge

450, 000 when full
159,000
175,000

Total Skagit

784,000

784,000 kw
Total

1,448,000 kw

The steady capacity of Boundary is about 65% of the connected capacity, or 390, 000 kw.
The average annual energy generated by the Skagit complex is 2.4 billion kwh, which is an
average generation of 275,000 kw. This average generation is 35% of the installed rapacity.
The Thunder Creek diversion project (under consideration) would add about 15% to the
Ross water supply. The high Ross Dam is somewhat tied to the Thunder Creek diversion p r o ject, since the economics would look less attractive without it. The high Ross Dam would increase the annual output of Skagit to about 2. 68 billion kwh per year, or 306,000 kw on a steady
basis. The Thunder Creek diversion would increase this to about 325,000 kw. The present
transmission system is adequate to handle the increased capacity. It appears that the increase
in steady capacity from the high Ross Dam to the Skagit system is about 11. 3% and the Thunder
Creek diversion project would add an additional 6. 9% to the present Skagit steady capacity if it
is combined with the high Ross Dam. Over all, these two projects will add about 7. 5% to the
City's steady generating capacity.
At the completion of the Boundary Dam, the City generation capacity was about equal to
its demand. Its demand now exceeds its supply, so that it currently purchases about 30, 000 kw
continuously. Next year, its purchases will increase to 70, 000 kw continuously, and additional
capacity or purchases of about 320, 000 kw steady capacity will be required in 10 years.
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The City purchases power from the Bonneville system at $18. 60 per kw year. It combines its purchases and its own generating capacity to average out its cost at about 3 mils per
kwh. The cost of power from the Boundary project reduced the over-all cost somewhat. P r e sumably, the incremental cost of the new Skagit projects might be higher than their current
costs, but the cost estimates for the two projects have not been completed, and will not be known
until early in 1969. The availability of power from the Bonneville Power Administration is
limited, and the City will soon have to develop additional sources. It appears that the most
feasible type of plant in this area is a nuclear plant. The first cost ofr a nuclear or coal thermal
plant might be as little as 2/3 the cost of some of the Columbia River plants, but the operating
cost is higher. Under present conditions, the cost of power from nuclear or coal thermal plants
is about 5 mils.
It appears that the increase in height of Ross Dam and the Thunder Creek diversion
would solve the City's increased demand for power for only 1-1/2 to 2 years. But, because of
the higher cost of nuclear power and the problems of locating such a plant, the City would like
to proceed with the Skagit projects as soon as it can complete the engineering. This is probably
in the summer of 1970.
The high Ross Dam would be 125 feet higher than the present dam. This increase would
back water about 2-1/2 miles farther up the Big Beaver valley. The City would intend to use
water at such a rate as to allow filling of the higher reservoir every year. Currently, the
reservoir is drawn down over 100 feet at low water, which occurs in the latter months of the
winter. With the higher dam, the water usage would be approximately the same, and the r e s e r voir drop would be somewhat less, because of the increased area of the reservoir.
Currently, the thinking is to locate the Thunder Creek diversion dam at about the county
line. This would back water about to the National Park boundary. During most of the year,
Thunder Creek would be dry, except for the water generated below the diversion dam. The
surface area of the reservoir would be about 75 acres.
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EDITORIAL FOOTNOTE

As this issue goes to press, we await results of the economic feasibility study.
Light may abandon the plan of its own volition.
If not, we've got a problem.

City

(And so does City Light.)

The diversion dam and reservoir in Thunder Creek would wipe out one of the finest r e maining stands of giant trees in the North Cascades.
The raising of Ross Dam by 125 feet would drown 2-1/2 miles of Big Beaver Creek, inicluding magnificent groves of ancient cedar trees, wide marshes rich in wildlife.
The higher Ross Lake would also flood existing campsites and the brand new Ross Lakeshore Trail.
It is by no means certain the higher Ross Lake would be filled to capacity every year
(as the existing lake is); un-full years would be scerically ugly and recreationally miserable.
In summary, just as the Ross Lake National Recreation Area has been created, City
Light may destroy many of its best features.
For what? To solve its need for additional capacity for about 1-1/2 years. It's an awful
price to pay for the incremental saving in cost over thermal generation, which City Light must
soon use in any event.
The next issue of WC will report further.

OUR
NEWEST
NATIONAL
PARK.
Signing a paper doesn't make a wilderness area
into a national park. It takes years of hard work.
We know.
We have a lot of experience in turning a wilderness into a useable recreation area. We started the
Skagit project over 50 years ago.
But, it's paid off. Seattle has the lowest electric
power rates in the nation.
We opened a beautiful area for sportsmen and
vacationers and we think it played an important part
in making the North Cascades into our newest
national park.

# B i YOUR SEATTLE CITY LIGHT
gppF the Bright-New-Future company
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February 25, 1969

Mr. John Nelson
City of Seattle
Department of Lighting
City Light Building
1015 3rd Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98104
Dear Mr. Nelson:
The Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs is greatly concerned about the continued running of ads on behalf of City
Light entitled "Our Newest National Park. " We know that you
have run a one-third page ad in the December 27th edition of
the Seattle Times; a front page ad in the February 7th edition
of that same paper, and an ad in the University of Washington
Daily. It has probably run in other papers at different times as
well.
We are not so concerned with what appears to be City
Light's attempt to take a large part of the credit for the establishment
of the North Cascades National Park. I attended all of the hearings
held by Congress on this subject and hea,d you speak. You and I both
know that the official position of City Light was always neutral on the
subject, when, had you wanted to, you could have spoken out favoring
the park status you now seem to applaud in your ads. The strongest thing
I recall City Light saying is that it had enjoyed excellent relations with
the Forest Service and felt that it could live with the Park Service.
However, you and I also know that Seattle City Light was
definitely not neutral on one particular point: the subject of
land within the proposed park where you had developments planned.
I refer specifically to the lower valley of Thunder Creek and the
shoreline of Ross Lake. For both of these areas, intensive lobbying
efforts were made by Seattle City Light to omit these areas from the
proposed national park. You, of course, were aware that the citizen's
groups advocated that the areas mentioned be put in the national park
because they contained some of the most substantial tracts of giant oldgrowth virgin Douglas fir and cedar anywhere in the North Cascades.
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Your lobbying efforts were successful however, and the areas were removed, a
situation which could permit the construction of the controversial Thunder Creek Dam
and the equally controversial raising of Ross Lake Dam to drown out these forests.
It is in this context that we see the ads — not as an attempt to take credit for
something in which your official role was actually negative — but rather what appears
to be an attempt to create a climate of good will to pave the way for construction of
these most damaging projects. The primary values of these valleys of Thunder Creek
and Big Beaver Creek which will be flooded by City Light's project are primitive
and natural values; and your ad seems to play down this concept. I refer specifically
to the phrase "turning the wilderness into a useable recreation area." When this is
viewed in the context of the rest of the ad, it is plain to us that this is what is intended
by the ad. There is no other reason for it.
You are certainly aware that we are strongly opposed to these projects, and
will continue to oppose them; we feel that there are other ways to produce electricity,
but there is no other chance to replace these giant old forests in their North Cascades
setting. You and I both know that these areas are heavily used already in their present
state.
A great many of us are residents of the City of Seattle, and therefore are
rate payers to Seattle City Light. We strongly object to the continued running of these
ads with the use of our funds for the purpose of advancing such projects. We feel that
the proper place for the making of a decision on whether or not the natural values are
higher than the power values in this area is a matter for the City Council, and not for
Seattle City Light. We request you therefore to cease this ad campaign.
Very truly yours,

Brock Evans
Northwest Representative
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Dwight Schear:

City Light's Part in the North Cascades
CERTAIN amount of irony surrounds the observance
A
this month of the 50th anniversary of federal authorization for Seattle City Light to develop the Skagit River.
That development led not alone
to Seattle's envied low electric rates,
but also to the opening up of the
vast recreation potential in the
North Cascades.
Indeed it is fitting that the North
Cascades National Park Act became
law in this anniversary year. For
the creation of the great park, recreational and wilderness complex
northeast of Seattle is due in no
small part to City Light's accomplishments of the past five decades
in that superb scenic area.
Yet, ironically. City Light is cast
in a villain's role by some of the
conservationist groups that fought
hardest to achieve passage of the act.

way) hundreds of thousands of visitors have made the nationally famous Skagit tour or traveled to Diablo and Ross
Lakes to fish in reservoirs behind the City Light dams.*
THE CITY LIGHT ROAD, costing more than $3 million,
was turned over to the state and became a principal factor
ih the state's decision to proceed with construction of the
North Cross State Highway.
That highway will provide the only access, as far as the
nonmountain-climbing general public is concerned, to the
major parts of the new park.
The House Interior Committee, in its report on the North
Cascades Park bill, took note of City Light's long record of
recreation development in the area, stating in part:

DWIGHT SCHEAR

ALTHOUGH THE ACT HAS been widely and rightly
hailed as a triumph for the preservationist point of view, it
remains a target of preservationist complaint because, for
one thing, the legislation permits City Light to undertake
further hydroelectric development within the narrow Ross
Lake Recreation Area dividing the two parts of the national
park.
There is irony in this uncompromising attitude because
if City Light had not, over the years, opened up the beauties
of the North Cascades to the general public, it is possible
that small groups ol wilderness advocates could not have
mustered the political muscle to push the North Cascades
Act through Congress.
Before 1919, when City Light began building a 25-mile
railroad from Rockport to Gorge Creek, only a handful of
gold miners, exploratory dam-construction engineers and
venturesome mountaineers had visited the area. Since 1920,
when the railway was completed (later there was a high-

"THE LONG-RANGE PROGRAM of the Department of
Lighting, City of Seattle, includes raising Ross Dam and
constructing dams at appropriate sites at the Copper Creek
and Thunder Creek sites.
"All of these potential developments, the committee has
been advised, could be undertaken without substantially interfering with the recreation activities and development contemplated by this legislation. In fact, these developments
should expand the outdoor-recreation opportunities by enhancing the water-based recreation resources available in
the area."
The outstanding feature of the North Cascades National
Park Act is the diversity of uses it provides for in the
1,656,000-acre complex embracing the two parts of the park
itself, two mass-recreation areas and two huge, permanent
wilderness areas.
THE-CITY LIGHT RESERVOIRS and other facilities
are, of course, restricted to one of the mass-recreation
areas.
But much of the public's interest in the North Cascades
as a whole — an interest which led in turn to this year's
congressional and presidential action — can be traced to 50
years of City Light development in the previously isolated
"American Alps."

Here is a pertinent editorial concerning City Light's activities in the North Cascades written by Dwight Schear who is
the chief editorial writer for The Seattle Times; it appeared on page 10 of the December 17, 1968 edition of The Times

This Is Ford's 1969 F-350 Camper Special with crew-cab bucket seat option
and equipped with a Cree camper. The crew-cab has four doors and four
bucket seats, allowing the whole family t o ride together. A walk-through t o the
fully equipped camper is available through some camper manufacturers. In all,
the unit has five doors, living room, kitchen, shower and toilet, hot water and just
about everything that a homeowner could want. The F-350 Camper Special is
also available with standard, two-door configuration.
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Balderdash,
Mr. Schear!
Since it mostly happened before I got there, I've always accepted as accomplished fact
the Skagit hydroelectric development, and in general have looked upon Seattle City Light with a
relatively benign eye.
However, that esteemed public utility is now perpetrating arrant nonsense. Moreover,
Mr. Dwight Schear of the Seattle Times, a talented writer for a newspaper which has been our.
good friend, is betraying dam prejudice. (In another recent editorial he heaped scorn on those
who would preserve Hens Canyon of the Snake River.) To put it politely, Mr. Schear's version
of history is hogwash.
Brock Evans, in his letter to Mr. Nelson (see elsewhere in this issue) has set the record
straight on events of the recent past. I'd like to reach back a bit farther.
Mr. Schear says "City Light opened up the beauties of the North Cascades to the general
public." The Skagit Project was very controversial in the 1920s and 1930s. To sell it to Seattle
voters, City Light staged the famous low-cost (heavily subsidized) Skagit Tours, which consisted of lectures, inspections of the construction, and gigantic cheap meals. After decades of
these tours, as late as the 1960s there weren't more than a few hundred people in the State of
Washington who knew what or where the Pickets were. What Seattle City Light made famous
was Seattle City Light. Which is okay by me, but irrelevant to the National Park effort.
The article says "hiking trails were opened and cleared of brush and debris, as was the
entire Ross basin." Well, the Ross basin was cleared and then flooded. (Actually it was never
completely cleared. The logging was not finished when the reservoir was filled and a great deal
of valuable timber was simply covered up with water — and is there yet.) Why should City Light
brag about trails ? These were always the responsibility of the Forest Service.
With one exception. When City Light drowned the Skagit River trail, it was legally r e quired to build a replacement. It failed to do so for a quarter of a century. Finally, in 1968 it«
completed the Ross Lakeshore Trail — but only as far as Lightning Creek, still a long way from
Canada. Technically City Light remains in violation of its agreement with the Forest Service,
but the two agencies have a most harmonious relationship."

The best thing I can say about City Light is that if it hadn't moved into the valley early
and blocked access to logging trucks, the Forest Service would long since have roaded and
slashed the upper Skagit anyway. Moreover, the loggers would have been ripping at the big
trees in Thunder Creek and Big Beaver Creek. These valleys City Light saved (accidentally, to
be sure) until now.
But now City Light is considering drowning the most glorious forests of Thunder Creek
and the Big Beaver. And drowning, also, the new Ross Lakeshore Trail and the existing campgrounds along Ross Lake.
There is, indeed, Mr. Schear, a "certain amount of irony" in this whole affair.
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The New Complexity of the

NORTH CASCADES
Now—it is a law—that we have a national park in our
own backyard!
As of October 2, 1968 the North Cascades National Park
joined the already existing entities of a U. S. National Forest
and land that had been set aside as Wilderness in 1964, and,
in so doing changed the scope of these two as well.
The manner of Seattle City Light's development of its
Skagit Hydroelectric project contributed to the public use of
the area rather than detracting from it, and thus played a key
role in this recent legal disposition of the area. The history of
City Light's involvement with the region reaches back fifty
years to 1918. It was at that time that the late superintendent
J. D. Ross "the father of City Light" obtained a permit for
the City of Seattle to begin developing the hydroelectric resources of the Skagit River. These resources were located at a
point approximately 130 miles northeast of the city, in the
area that was to be included in the Mount' Baker Narional
Forest two years later. And the present superintendent of City
Light John M. Nelson states that in the long range development program started at that time there are still some plans
for future tapping of hydroelectric potential there rhat have
not been brought to realization as yet. The recent park and
other legislation for this area will have an effect on these plans.
Also it should be noted that what City Light has already done
in the area has had a predominant influence on the evolution
of the legislation now governing it.
In telescoping briefly the chronicle of activities which
impressed our legislators, these are the principal ones that

should be enumerated: In harnessing the Skagit River to convert water power into electric power, the river was controlled
in a manner which reduced flood dangers in the lower Skagit
area of it. The lakes that were created by the dams City
Light built provided multiple opportunities for recreation,
such as fishing and boating. Hiking trails were opened and
cleared of brush and debris, as was the entire Ross basin.
Visitors were encouraged to visit the scenic attractions and
inspect the power projecr. In line with this the Skagit Tours
which began in 1928 have become world-famous. Many
divisions at City Light have been concerned in the hospitable
hosting of thousands of tourists throughout the years. During
all of this time, while the United States Forest Service has
supervised the lands in the Skagit River basin, there has been
a most harmonious relationship between the Forest Service and
City Light.... All of these aforementioned endeavors show
how sincerely City Light has tried to be "a good citizen" in
the Skagit.
This "good citizen" image has had an influence on the
current legislation outlining the disposition of the North Cascades area. Here's how: National elected and appointed officials who visited the area were vividly impressed with what
City Light had done in developing the huge recreational complex at the Skagit. Thus they recommended that the Ross Lake
area there be a focal point of the National Park complex and
not be included in a wilderness sector that could not be developed further for multiple benefits.
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W I L L I A M O.DOUGLAS
"I tell you right now that going camping is not all the fun you think it is. "
Who said that? Another great quote from Hickel?
No, guess again. As the following essay shows, the words were written by a young man
named Orville Douglass. He is better known today as William O. Douglas, (Associate Justice,
Supreme Court of the United States — since April 17, 1939) but in 1916 his friends at North
Yakima High School called him Orville (or, apparently, "Peanuts," "Deacon," or "Checkers").
The essay, and information about Douglass, are from The Wigwam, school yearbook of
1916.
Douglass was valedictorian that year, and among his activities included student body
government posts, varsity basketball, dramatics, debate and oratory.

Beside his senior class picture
appeared this verse:
"Born for success he seemed,
With grace to win, with heart to hold,
With shining gifts that took all eyes."

THINKING BACK
BY ORVILLE DOUGLASS.

I tell you right now that going camping is not all the fun you think it is. Of
course you'll write about it and talk
about it and tell what "just grand times"
you had up in the mountains. Probably
you did. But you are not an ordinary
camper if you did not have a lot of discomforts and troubles. Some of them
were fun and a little experience, but
when you were going through them I'll
just bet you were grumbling. Now
you'll laugh and say it was only a good time you were having. I know. I
have done the very same thing. But here are a few things in my camps that I
did not always laugh at when they occurred. I didn't enjoy them at the time
although some of them have been good English themes for me this year.
Try sleeping out iuider an open sky in an open stretch of woods, rolled up
in regular blankets under a pouring rain. And lie there eight hours and get
one hour of sleep. Then wake up in the morning and have all your clothes,
which you left out in trie rain uncovered, soaking wet and likewise your blankets. Then laugh and be happy.
Wake up some morning and discover that your horses over night, while
you had slumbered on, had .devoured ten or twelve pounds of choice spuds.
Then walk thirty-two miles for ten pounds more and smile all the way along.
Start out in the morning on an all-day fishing trip. Fish all day and
catch one alwut six inches long. Then about 6 p. m. get lost and wander
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about for an hour, in the same circle three times, and finally wet and tired
find the trail and still he five miles from camp.
Walk all day through a swampy country where the meadow larks and the
mosquitoes are the same size, and clinging all over you, digging their tiny
stingers down into your skin, and wear nothing over your face and have
both hands full of things you are carrying, thus making an attack on the marauders impossible. Then smile when one by one those energetic fellows at
last, after much perseverance on its part and also on yours, buries itself into a
• soft spot on your neck. It would make a nice theme for English, but I'd
rather write on something else than go through an experience like that.
Sit down to a meal that you had hoped to enjoy and find that your cup is
a swimming hole for those mosquitoes which have been following you all day.
Awake some morning and find that it has been raining all night and you
can find no dry wood to start the fire. Then after you have coaked one along
have it go out and then without a word start another one. Finally after one
is going, wash last night's dishes without an unpleasant thought, and then
when cooking the meal have the smoke follow you wherever you happen to
go. Smile, just smile.
Stay out in a boat in a pouring rain for three hours and fish. Catch one
and go in and have no dry clothes to put on. Just smile. Stay a week in an
old dirty log cabin and have it rain all of the time and the sun shine only five
minutes the whole week. Eat dried prunes and hardtack three times a day.
Then just before retiring sing "Home, Sweet Home" three times. Smile and
go to sleep.
Suddenly get sick and lay around camp in some old blankets for two or
three days with a sore throat and headache. Let it rain all the time. Have
for your diet those soggy pancakes aiid black coffee. Have the smoke in the
old cabin as thick as that in a bar-room at 1130 a. m. Still smile, and smile
some more.
Carry water to drink half a mile. Then have some fellow spill it for you.
Of course just grin and go after some more. Run short of bread and let one
of your fellow campers make some. When it is cool, try to eat it. After
many attempts use it as an anchor for your skiff in the lake nearby. Smile,
that's all. Run short of sugar and butter. Eat'without grumbling. Carry
a thirty-pound pack all day. About 5 o'clock in the afternoon start singing.
Wear a pair of shoes two sizes too small. Aliout 3 in the afternoon start
whistling.' Go stand on a log over a deep stream and fish. Fall into the icy
stream up to your neck. Climb but and sing all the way to camp. Cheerfully
get up at 5 o'clock in the morning and start a fire for three lazy fellows in bed.
Wake up about midnight and find that you're sleeping in a nest of ants.
Without waking anyone else quietly move your bed and again retire silently
humming a pleasant song. Walk from 8 o'clock in the morning till 7 at night
without a thing to eat. At seven o'clock cheerfully unpack your grub and
•get something to eat for three lazy fellows around camp. Ee sure and whistle.
Yes, always smile or whistle. It is so easy to do, but when it happens it
is a different matter. Well, each one of these things happened to me last
summer. To be sure, I didn't smile. But now I smile with the great satisfaction that they gave me an English theme. Perhaps they were worth while
after all.
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Sbenali

McKinley Park,

Camp Denali, located on the Kantishna boundary of McKinley National Park, Alaska, will offer an 11-day program (August 4-15) of backcountry hiking and wildlife observation combined with field studies of the
ecological aspects of the arctic-alpine environment. Using Camp Denali
as a base, participants will explore on foot the wilderness of McKinley
Park and the proposed northern boundary extension area. Conflicts of
wilderness preservation and use, and present threats to the tundra biome
will be discussed around evening fires.
Limited to 12 persons, this session is being set up especially
for members of The Mountaineers, North Cascades Conservation Council, Sierra Club, and Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs who want to
combine a hiking vacation with learning first-hand about Alaskan conservation concerns and threats to the environmental integrity of our
rapidly vanishing Last Frontier.
Camp Denali will also offer a Wilderness Workshop (June 20-30),
this program designed for those desiring to concentrate more on nature
lore, birdwafching, etc. Although this program will include considerable walking in connection with the field trips, the hiking aspect will not
be stressed as strongly as in the August program.
Leaders for both Tundra Treks and Wilderness Workshop will be
the management and staff of Camp Denali. Owners and operators of
Camp Denali, Ginny Hill Wood and Celia Hunter, have been active in the
Alaska Conservation Society and are familiar with the back country of
McKinley Park and with the flora and fauna of the area.

Cost for each of these 11-day sessions includes food and lodging
at Camp Denali and at base camps within the Park, guide service, use
of all camping equipment except personal items, transportation between
the McKinley Park station and the camp and all transportation in connection with guided trips. Trip cost is $300 p e r person. Detailed information on the Tundra Treks and the Wilderness Workshop can be
obtained by writing Camp Denali, Box D, College, Alaska - 99701.

Alaska
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Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs Resolutions
Spokane, Washington 1968
RESOLUTION NO. 5
The Alpine Lakes region, lying just east of the Seattle metropolitan area between Stevens
and Snoqualmie Passes, is a vast and beautiful 80,000 acres of mountains, lakes, river valleys
and forests. It is one of the most heavily used backcountry recreational areas in the United
States; it is the only wilderness of any size in the country so close to so many — its western
side is within an hour's drive of 1-1/2 million people. The whole region, including both the public and private lands, reservoirs and mountain lakes, roaded valleys and utter wilderness,
represents an outstanding opportunity for the United States Forest Service, in co-operation
with other appropriate public bodies and private owners, to designate and manage an Alpine
Lakes National Recreation Area. The following elements should be included: a wilderness
core with boundaries approximately the same as those recommended by the Mazamas, the
Mountaineers, the Sierra Club and the North Cascades Conservation Council and supported by
the Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs and other groups in 1962; Recreation Area classification for the remaining land; and possible Scenic River designation for the Snoqualmie, Wenatchee
and Yakima rivers which flow out of the region.
To date the Forest Service has shown little interest in such a concept, and has proposed
boundaries for potential wilderness in the Alpine Lakes which are wholly inadequate, since they
omit most of the timbered valleys and split the a r e a ' s potential Wilderness in two. Logging and
mineral prospecting in the areas have proceeded apace.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs supports
in principle the concept of an Alpine Lakes Recreation Area, including a substantial wilderness
core and related special management areas. It urges the Forest Service to institute management
policies in keeping with these proposals, and to seek introduction and passage of legislation
appropriate and necessary to accomplish this purpose.

RESOLUTION NO. 18
Conservationists have long been disturbed by waste in logging practices. A common
scene after a timber sale is the characteristic piles of "slash" remaining on the ground; in the
Northwest, usually the amount of usable fiber material left is about 20% of the total volume of
the sale; as much as 80% of the volume of certain sales has been known to remain unused.
The Federation considers this to be a shocking situation. It notes that a chronic complaint of the timber industry is that this nation cannot afford to set aside wilderness areas or
parks which might contain stands of commercial timber, because jobs will be lost, and "the nation needs timber". A forest industry spokesman has noted that the Japanese forest products
industry, on the average, gets two to three times as much marketable product out of the same
size log as the American timber industry due to their improved technology and utilization standards for all timber cut on public lands at least equal to that now practiced by the Japanese. If
this is done, our timber industry will benefit from the greater usable volume which will thereby
be processed, and the general public will benefit because more old growth timberlands will be
made available for wilderness, parks and other recreation purposes.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs calls upon
the United States Forest Service, the Bureau of Land Management and other public agencies
which manage public timberlands to declare and establish a policy of full utilization of all timber
cut on public lands, by requiring that all sound material over 3 " in diameter shall be removed
from the area of the sale.
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RESOLUTION NO. 19
While strip mining is destined to remain familiar to us, it is time to mitigate the offenses
against the quality of the landscape which stem from the creation of vast and irregular spoil
heaps, from the overburning of the earth's surface and destruction of the soil, from the disruption of drainage patterns, and from the contamination of surface and subsurface drainage by toxic
and noxious substances.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs supports
Federal and state efforts to regulate strip mining so as to minimize danger to other resources
and to assure restoration of a useful or attractive surface. To this end, it supports Federal
legislation to establish criteria for regulations, with Federal grants to assist state planning,
and it supports provisions for the assumption of Federal control if Federal standards are not
met by individual states.

RESOLUTION NO. 20
Some western states still pay bounties as a means of controlling damage to livestock
caused by predatory animals. Instead of providing cheap and effective control, the bounty
system has resulted in wanton, unnecessary destruction by unsportsmanlike methods in areas
where predators are not a problem. The costs have been exorbitant for the benefits obtained.
The premise that predators need control at all is challenged by competent ecologists and wildlife managers. Rather, they insist, predation on livestock is almost invariably by individual
predators, and control methods should be directed at the guilty individuals rather than the entire
species.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs reaffirms
its Resolution No. 29 of 1961, and supports efforts to abolish the bounty system in states and
counties where it is still in effect, will oppose movements to re-establish bounties, and opposes
Federal participation in any bounty program.

RESOLUTION NO. 21
All native wildlife is a resource of inherent interest and value to the people and basic
governmental policy, therefore should be directed to its preservation and management. The
danger of persistent pesticides to all living creatures is well documented and since there are
efficient, modern pesticides which will adequately control insects but which are much less harmful to wildlife than DDT and similar chlorinated hydrocarbons, or POISON 1080, the use of these
is indefensible. Because of the irreversible effects of the use of DDT and its irresponsible
use by many persons both in and out of government, its use should be prohibited by law. Poison
1080 will infect as many as five or m o r e animals in a continuous chain before it loses its effectiveness. Death is unduly violent. The President's Science Advisory Committee, the Secretary
of the Interior, and other recognized authorities have recommended the elimination of persistent
pesticides from our environment.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs endorses
any existing or any proposed legislation prohibiting the use of DDT, other persistent chlorinated
hydrocarbons, or POISON 1080. The Federation endorses the establishment of state extension
specialist systems to advise, demonstrate and remove the individual predator causing damage
in the course of the demonstration, and thus impart to the rancher the expert knowledge to solve
his predator problem; the establishment of a fund for a scientific investigation of the existing
use of all pesticides; the establishment of a nation-wide system of monitoring, recording and
publishing information; and the establishment of a system of (state operated) controls.
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RESOLUTION NO. 23
Utility companies continually expand facilities, not only to meet growing need but to
encourage increased use and development. Thus we have a vicious circle created, with increasing use bringing more facilities which in turn stimulate more need. The resulting power plants,
transmission facilities and thermal pollution often result in destruction of scenic values and
public recreation lands, and disrupt local planning and community programs initiated by citizens
who have not been advised of utility planning.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs urges that
the appropriate public utility agencies be mandated by state legislatures to require public notice,
justification and public hearing before detailed planning and construction of any public utility
facility, including nuclear and fossil-fueled power plants, switching yards and transmission
lines.

RESOLUTION NO. 24
In determining the suitability of units of the National Park System for classification as
wilderness, the National Park Service study teams have tended to disqualify some areas because
of the existence of vested private rights in grazing permits, stock driveways, vehicular rightsof-way, mineral claims or leases, and other interests in land.
The Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs believes these units should be judged according
to their generally wild character underthe qualifying definition of the Wilderness Act (Sec. 2-c),
with wilderness restrictions applied "subject to existing private rights" (Sec. 4-c).
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs recommends
the inclusion of such areas in National Park Wilderness and recommends the termination as
quickly as the law permits of such vested private rights.

RESOLUTION NO. 25
The Forest Service needs to demonstrate that it can manage lands for their natural
values under unrestricted multiple use classification, as stated in the Special Report of the
Magruder Corridor Study Team, April 1967.
The Federation has always believed that the true meaning of multiple use does not mean
that every extractable resource on public lands must be extracted, and that areas which contain
no such resources are the only ones suitable for recreation, or wilderneses or other special
designation. By the same token, it believes that the Multiple Use Act of 1960 does not require
that areas to be managed for their natural values must be specially designated.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs urges
the Forest Service to adopt a classification policy which would allow the preservation of wild
lands without the need for Wilderness classification. Classifications under this new policy
should be subject to revision by the Secretary of Agriculture only after public hearing.
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RESOLUTION NO. 30
National Parks are established to preserve unimpaired for future generations the natural
scenic resources and wildlife of America.
Administration of parks should be primarily for appreciation of the natural scene, not
for r e s o r t s , conventions and urban-type recreation.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs recommends
that development in National Parks be kept to a minimum; that roads be designed for low speeds;
that new visitor facilities be located away from prime scenic areas; that no increase be made in
existing visitor facilities inside heavily used parks; that in especially fragile areas, visitor
facilities be gradually phased out and re-established outside boundary lines; and that emphasis
in planning be on enjoyment and appreciation of the outdoor experience, and preservation of
unique natural beauty and wilderness values.

RESOLUTION NO. 31
The right of the people to live in an environment of high quality and under conditions of
natural beauty must be recognized as a legal responsibility of state and national governments.
IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs recommends
that state and national constitutions be amended to include an Environmental Bill of Rights, to
guarantee to all citizens the right to clear air, pure water, peace and tranquility, and to p r e serve open space, free running r i v e r s , wetlands, and access to shorelines, and to maintain
wilderness lands forever wild. Additionally, governmental agencies should be forbidden to p r o - '
mote public works without study of ecological impact, and governmental policy should be to
regulate the use of both public and private lands to preserve natural scenic resources, wildlife
and plant life and the quality of agricultural lands and water resources.

RESOLUTION NO. 33
Proposals for dam construction in two widely separate places raise a common question
on a matter of grave conoern to the Federation. This question i s , should this nation continue
the flooding of choice river valleys in order to provide benefits either already offered by these
same river valleys or attainable by other means ?
The proposed dam on the South Fork of the Snake River in Idaho — Lynn Crandall is an
example of the first situation. Here, the dam would flood rich farmlands in a beautiful pastoral
setting for the purpose of providing a source of water for irrigation of desert land nearby.
The proposed series of dams on the Middle and North Fork of the Snoqualmie River near
Seattle, are examples of the second situation. Here, the Army Corps of Engineers maintains
that these projects wiU provide "flood control" for the fertile Snoqualmie Valley below. If the
recent history of the Seattle metropolitan area is any example, the result of such "flood control"
for the Snoqualmie Valley will be a lifting of present zoning restrictions, and a consequent
development of the present farmlands for housing and industrial purposes. Two wild rivers
will be wiped out, one more prime food-producing area will be removed, and the last major
piece of open space in King County will be lost — all in the name of "flood control" which
could be accomplished by simple rezoning procedures.
Many of the most scenic gorges, canyons and valleys in this country unfortunately lend
themselves to water storage. Some of these places have retained much of their intrinsic quality
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because of relative inaccessibility. The type of climate and environment in such areas sustain
broadly diversified plant, animal and bird life communities.
The nation is rapidly being deprived of areas of incalculable value such as Big Walnut
Valley of Indiana, Red River Gorge of Kentucky, the Snake River in the Northwest and Allerton
Park of Illinois.

IT IS THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs believes
that neither the dam on the South Fork Snake nor those on the Snoqualmie River are necessary
and it is opposed to them. It further believes that the time has come to take note of the increasing loss of productive, fertile land from dubious dam projects. The Federation calls upon the
state and Federal agencies most involved in tins process, particularly the Bureau of Reclamation
and the Army Corps of Engineers, to cease designing and pushing for projects which have this
effect.
IT IS FURTHER RESOLVED that a moratorium on authorization and funding of new
impoundments should be supported where exceptional areas would be adversely affected.

This old photo was supplied by Johnellis Jones. Date and location are
unknown. (Can a botanist-reader tell us the species?)
The stump,
measuring 11 feet, 11 inches in diameter just below the man's feet, is
of a tree that was 2500 years old when cut. The down log, 8 feet in
diameter, was 2000 years old when it fell. Thus, at least 4500 years
are represented here. Says the old caption, "More durable than stone. "
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w a n t e d pnotogra/plxs

JPlxotograplxs w a n t e d

To illustrate articles and generally show what the country is like, we are assembling a
Wild Cascades photograph file. Many members have already contributed. How about you ?
Black-and-white prints are wanted, preferably glossy. Any size can be used;
4 x 5 to 8 x 10 are best.

from

Areas ? Any and all, well-known and heavily-traveled, remote and rarely-visited.
the Columbia River to Canada.

From

Subject matter ? Anything from trees and moss and rivers to high meadows to glaciers
and crags and panoramas. Flora and fauna, .including people. Don't overlook dirty pictures;
of logging wreckage and miners' garbage and trail-bike damage and the like. Very old photos
with historical interest are wanted too.
Go1 through your collection now, pick out several of your favorite shots, have black-andwhite enlargements made, and send them along. (If you take color, have black-and- white
negatives made, then prints.)
The next time vou come up with a photo you like, think of us — send a copy.

Second
Annual

N3C

Joe and Margaret Miller will conduct their second annual N3C garden sale under different
arrangements this year. The sale will be held in the Millers' garden in Lake Hills, Bellevue,
and will last one week, from Friday, May 2 through Thursday, May 8. Joe and Margaret will
be at home to show the plants week-day evenings and all day Saturday and Sunday.
Again this year the emphasis will be on unusual rhododendrons —the varieties you never
see in 88-cent sales in the supermarkets and seldom in the nurseries. The Millers have an
extensive assortment of young plants, grown both from cuttings from their own collection and
from seeds sent from all over the world to the American Rhododendron Society. A list will be
sent upon request.

The entire proceeds of the sale will go for conservation purposes, either to N3C or, if
specified to Seattle Audubon Society or Puget Sound Group, Sierra Club. Remember the
dates — May 2 through 8. The place — 15405 SE 9th, Bellevue; call the Millers at SH 6-2257
for further details.
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